Keynote speakers:

Susan Wolf (Chapel Hill)
John Martin Fischer (Riverside)
Walter Sinnott-Armstrong (Duke)

Main program (alphabetical order):

1. Santiago Amaya (Washington U, St. Louis): “Blame Me! It was a Slip”
   •  Comments: Henry Pickford (Colorado)

   •  Comments: Jamie Hardy (Utah)

3. Chrisoula Andreou (Utah): “Self-Defeating Self-Governance”
   •  Comments: Hannah Love (Pacific Lutheran)

   •  Comments: Elizabeth Foreman (Saint Louis)

5. Paul Baer (Georgia Tech): “Balancing Responsibility and Capacity in the Allocation of Climate Obligations”
   •  Comments: Kelly Heuer (Georgetown)

6. Anne Baril (Arizona): “Eudaimonism and Conditionality”
   •  Comments: Nandi Theunisson (Columbia)

   •  Comments: Matt Bedke (British Columbia)

   •  Comments: Georgi Gardiner (Edinburgh)

   •  Comments: Tom Dougherty (MIT)

10. Danielle Bromwich (NIH) and Joseph Millum (NIH): “Fraud and Consent to Medical Research Participation”
    •  Comments: Tait Szabo (Wisconsin-Washington County)

    •  Comments: Evan Simpson (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
12. **Christian Coons (Bowling Green):** “The Best Expression of Welfarism”  
   • **Comments:** Kelly Sorensen (Ursinus)

13. **Eva Dadlez (Central Oklahoma):** “Federally Funded Elective Abortion: They Can Run, but They Can’t Hyde”  
   • **Comments:** Jeremy Garrett (Sacramento State)

14. **Dale Dorsey (Kansas):** “The Supererogatory, and How to Accommodate It”  
   • **Comments:** Derek Baker (Lignan University, Hong Kong)

15. **Kai Draper (Delaware):** “Anticipating Death”  
   • **Comments:** Chris Heathwood (Colorado)

16. **Julia Driver (Washington U, St. Louis):** “Error Theory, Fictionalism, and Imagining the Impossible”  
   • **Comments:** Bridget Clarke (Montana)

17. **Tim Dunn (Wisconsin, Waukesha):** “The Presumption of Egoism”  
   • **Comments:** Mark van Roojen (Nebraska)

18. **Robb Eason (Stony Brook/MIT):** “The Ownership Condition of Guidance Control: Meeting Empirical Challenges”  
   • **Comments:** Benjamin Mitchell-Yellin (Riverside)

19. **Mylan Engel (Northern Illinois):** “The Immorality of Biomedical Animal Experimentation”  
   • **Comments:** Sacha Sullivan (South Florida)

20. **Lisa Fuller (Albany):** “Burdened Societies and Transitional Theory”  
   • **Comments:** Steve Vanderheiden (Colorado)

21. **Robyn Gaier (St. Louis):** “The Second-Personal Perspective: An Other (and yet another) Argument for Externalism”  
   • **Comments:** David N. S. Faraci (Bowling Green)

22. **Amber Griffioen (Iowa/Marburg):** “Deceiving You, Deceiving Me: On the Nature and Morality of Self-Deception”  
   • **Comments:** Philip Robichaud (Rice)

23. **Lori Gruen (Wesleyan):** “The Ethics of Captivity”  
   • **Comments:** Molly Gardner (Wisconsin)

24. **Jason Hanna (Northern Illinois):** “Consent and Framing Effects”  
   • **Comments:** Marcus Arvan (Tampa)
   - **Comments:** Harald Viersen (Amsterdam)

   - **Comments:** Arthur Ward (Bowling Green)

27. **Justin Horn (Madison):** “Evolution and Moral Realism”  
   - **Comments:** Eric Martin (London School of Economics)

28. **Stan Husi (Rice):** “A Defense of Radical Meta-Normative Skepticism”  
   - **Comments:** Mark T. Nelson (Westmont College)

29. **Sam Kerstein (Maryland):** “Saving Lives and Respecting Persons”  
   - **Comments:** Matthew Smith (Yale)

30. **Andrew Khoury (Arizona State):** “Responsibility, Tracing, and Consequences”  
   - **Comments:** Stefan Sciaraffa (McMaster)

31. **Matt King (Maryland):** “Moral Responsibility and Merit”  
   - **Comments:** Steve Sverdlik (Southern Methodist)

32. **Richard Kraut (Northwestern):** “Against Absolute Goodness”  
   - **Comments:** Gwen Bradford (Rice)

33. **Errol Lord (Princeton):** “Non-Violation does not equal Compliance”  
   - **Comments:** Justin Snedgar (USC)

34. **Douglas Maclean (Chapel Hill):** “Risk and Rationality”  
   - **Comments:** Doran Smolkin (Kwantlen Polytechnic/UBC)

35. **Michael Nelson (Riverside):** “An Uncompromising Connection Between Practical Reason and Morality”  
   - **Comments:** Fred Harrington (Wisconsin)

36. **Howard Nye (Alberta):** “The Doctrine of Double Effect as an Objective Principle”  
   - **Comments:** Alastair Norcross (Colorado)

37. **David Phillips (Houston):** “Error Theory and the New Non-Naturalism”  
   - **Comments:** Ryan Hay (USC)

38. **Matjaž Potrč and Vojko Strahovnik (U Ljubljana, Slovenia):** “Moral Dilemmas and Vagueness”  
   - **Comments:** Scott Forschler (Northland Community and Technical College)

39. **Mark Rosner (Queen’s University):** “The Irrationality of Akratic Action”  
   - **Comments:** Matt Kisner (South Carolina)
40. **Abe Roth (Ohio State):** “Intention, Shared Activity, and Team Reasoning”  
   • **Comments:** David Killoren (Wisconsin)

41. **Brook Sadler (South Florida):** “Acting Out of Character”  
   • **Comments:** Michael Bukoski (Arizona)

42. **Jeff Sebo (NYU):** “Constructivism about the Self”  
   • **Comments:** Carl Hammer (CUNY-Baruch)

43. **Andrew Sepielli (Toronto):** “Normative Uncertainty for Non-Cognitivists”  
   • **Comments:** Mike Huemer (Colorado)

44. **Saul Smilansky (Haifa):** “Should We Be Sorry that We Exist?”  
   • **Comments:** Melinda Roberts (College of New Jersey)

45. **David Sobel (Nebraska):** “Parfit’s Case against Subjectivism”  
   • **Comments:** Trent Dougherty (Baylor)

46. **Edward Song (Louisiana State):** “Legitimacy as Affirmation”  
   • **Comments:** Peter Higgins (Eastern Michigan)

47. **Roy Sorensen (Washington U, St. Louis):** “Knowledge-Lies”  
   • **Comments:** Julia Staffel (USC)

48. **Gopal Sreenivasan (Duke):** “Equality, Opportunity, Ambiguity”  
   • **Comments:** Roksana Alavi (South Texas)

49. **Sarah Stroud (McGill):** “Partiality and Plural Agency”  
   • **Comments:** Kendy Hess (Holy Cross)

50. **Jesse Summers (UCLA):** “What’s Wrong with Addiction”  
    • **Comments:** Abigail Gosselin (Regis)

51. **David Sussman (Illinois, Urbana-Champaign):** “Pain for Constructivists”  
    • **Comments:** Robert Jones (CSU-Chico)

52. **Frans Svensson (Uppsala):** “Virtue Ethics and Right Conduct: A Reconsideration”  
    • **Comments:** Bryan Reece (Oxford)

53. **Matthew Talbert (West Virginia):** “Moral Competence, Moral Blame, and Protest”  
    • **Comments:** Johann Klaassen (Independent Scholar)

54. **Michael Tiboris (UCSD):** “Childhood and Status in Kantian Non-Ideal Theory”  
    • **Comments:** Heather Salazar (Spring Hill)
   • Comments: Jamin Asay (Chapel Hill)

   • Comments: Ryan Millsap (Maryland)

57. Justin Weinberg (South Carolina): “Moral Hazards”
   • Comments: Ben Hale (Colorado)

58. Brynn Welch (Madison): “Narrowing the Realm of Legitimate Parental Partiality”
   • Comments: Claudia Mills (Colorado)

59. Shay Welch (Williams): “Democratic Equality, the Freedom Threshold, and Strong Sufficientarianism”
   • Comments: Adam Hosein (Colorado)

60. Stephen White (UCLA): “What’s Wrong With Coercion?”
   • Comments: Eric Chwang (Colorado)
Poster Presentations:

1. Roksana Alavi (South Texas): “Sex Industry and Moral Culpability”
3. Jamin Asay (Chapel Hill): “Creeping Minimalism Resolved”
5. Michael Bukoski (Arizona): “Consequentialism and Special Obligations: An Implication of an Agent-Centered Prerogative”
7. Tom Dougherty (MIT): “Chancy Charity”
8. Trent Dougherty (Baylor): “Reducing Responsibility: The Ethics of Belief is Ethics”
9. Christopher Franklin (Riverside): “The Value Account of Blame”
10. Abigail Gosselin (Regis): “Drugs and the Self”
11. Carl Hammer (CUNY-Baruch College): “Social Relations and Constructivist Publicity of Reasons”
13. Fred Harrington (Wisconsin): “Rights and Agent-Relative Consequentialism”
15. Ryan Hay (USC): “Hybrid Expressivism, Slurs and Jerks”
17. Peter Higgins (Eastern Michigan): “Is there a Right to Freedom of International Movement?”
18. David Killoren (Wisconsin): “Group Agents, Obligations, and Feasibility”
23. Melinda Roberts (The College of New Jersey): “Does the Moral Status of Merely Possible Persons Imply that Early Abortion is Wrong?”
24. Stefan Sciaraffa (McMaster): “Law’s Soft Claim to Authority”
25. Sam Shpall (USC): “Rational Requirements, Strictness, and Commitment”
28. Kelly Sorensen (Ursinus): “Dirty Hands and Morality’s Two Subject Matters”